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Abstract
Inventory Consignment (IC) has largely been viewed as a method of shifting the ownership and cost burden of inventory
from buyer to supplier to benefit the buyer. This primarily accounting based viewpoint has largely ignored process changes
that can occur for both the buyer and supplier. This study addresses this gap in the extant literature by examining IC from a
process perspective by specifically addressing: (1) the implementation issues in an IC program for both buyers and suppliers
and (2) the financial and operational benefits from IC for both buyers and suppliers. Using the case study methodology,
we examined three firms that had varying degrees of involvement and roles in IC programs. Based on our detailed work
with these three firms and their supply chain linkages, we offer a series of propositions to demonstrate that IC is not just
an accounting issue, but also a management practice that requires a series of process changes in order to be successful.
These process changes in turn provide operational benefits for both buyers and suppliers via the mechanism of increased
demand visibility to suppliers. Through this approach, this study makes a contribution beyond what has been examined
in the prior literature which has mostly dealt with IC as an accounting based inventory management issue.
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1. Introduction
Pressures of reducing cost, improving quality, and responsiveness created by global competition has resulted in
companies seeking to squeeze inefficiencies such as slow moving inventory out of their supply chains. Thus, there
has been an impetus to pursue programs and initiatives that reduce inventory costs. There are many examples
of firms utilizing different types of inventory management programs to reduce costs and improve performance.
For example, Dell Corporation operates a Just-in-Time (JIT) system to encourage suppliers to tighten inventory
controls and ensure that demand is met on a timely basis and customers are satisfied (Kraemer et al., 2000).
Additionally, firms such as Campbell Soup, M&M/Mars, Nestle, Quaker Oats, Nabisco, P&G, and Scott Paper use
Continuous Replenishment (CR) with some of their customers which also result in major inventory reductions
(Lee et al., 1997). The adoption of Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) by Wal-Mart and Procter & Gamble in
the 1980’s prompted other leading firms from diverse industries to adopt similar practices. For example, in the
high-technology sector, Texas Instruments, Motorola, HP, and Apple use VMI with some of their suppliers and,
in some cases, with their customers as well (Lee et al., 1997). More recently, Novartis (Niranjan et al., 2012),
GlaxoSmithKline (Danese, 2004), Boeing and Alcoa (Micheau, 2005), and Nestle and Tesco (Watson, 2005)
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implemented VMI programs, while among others, Chrysler’s Mopar parts group implemented Inventory
Consignment programs (Douglas, 2008).
Among the above cited inventory management programs, VMI has arguably received the widest attention
in the academic literature (Lee et al., 1997; Waller et al., 1999; Wallin et al., 2006; Elvander et al., 2007;
Rungtusanatham et al., 2007; Kauremaa et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2012; and Niranjan et al., 2012). While there
has been a vast amount of literature devoted to VMI in general (which is summarized in Kauremaa et al., 2009),
relatively little attention has been given to another inventory management program referred to as Inventory
Consignment (IC) (Pohlen & Goldsby, 2003; Wang et al., 2012). IC entails ownership of inventory by the seller,
even though the stock is physically held at the buyer site. A typical sequence of activities used in IC is detailed
in Table 1. Typically, once, the inventory is used in production, ownership then transfers to the buying firm.
Unlike traditional VMI programs, inventory ordering still remains the responsibility of the buyer, rather than the seller.
Because of the co-mingling of key concepts, VMI, IC and traditional inventory management programs are often
confused and mistaken for one another. For instance, Dong & Xu (2002) use VMI and IC as interchangeable terms.
Table 1. Key steps involved with inventory consignment programs.
KEY STEPS
1. Buyer/Manufacturer sends forecast to Supplier per appropriate forecast/planning business model.
2. Buyer/Manufacturer issues order release to Supplier per appropriate forecast and planning model.
3. Supplier transfers (ships) goods to consignment warehouse (Buyer’s or third party’s facility) per shipment model.
4. Inventory is physically located at Buyer’s facility (if third party is not used). Buyer/Manufacturer reports usage to trigger transfer of ownership
and initiate billing/payment cycle.
5. Ownership transfers from Supplier to Buyer /Manufacturer at Trigger Point, which is specified in contract. Supplier invoices Buyer or payment is
triggered electronically per appropriate billing or payment model.
6. Buyer performs inventory counts and reports to Supplier. Supplier may invoice for inventory shrinkage.
7. Supplier is responsible for collection of obsolete goods pick-up and removal from Buyer site.

Additional confusion persists when explicating the difference between inbound and outbound use of inventory
management programs. Pohlen & Goldsby (2003) refer to VMI as a “a coordinated management of finished
goods inventories outbound from a manufacturer,” but use the term supplier managed inventory (SMI) to refer
to the same process when it involves raw materials on the inbound manufacturing side of the supply chain.
Holweg et al. (2005) suggest that there are no differences between IC and traditional supply chains when
there is no formal collaboration between buyer and supplier. Beyond these discrepancies, there is significant
disagreement as to the potential benefits of IC programs. For instance, Pohlen & Goldsby (2003) postulate that
significant benefits can be captured by both firms participating in IC arrangements; but that these benefits are
typically not well understood by reluctant supplying firms. Supporting this view, reports from industry suggest
significant positive benefits from implementing IC programs (Sullivan, 2008; and Valentini & Zavanella 2003).
Recently, Xu et al. (2016) found that IC programs can reduce the risk of stockouts, thus benefiting the focal
firm. However, Rungtusanatham et al. (2007) found that results obtained from utilizing IC in a retail setting are
far from optimal due to increased information asymmetries and high monitoring costs for retailers.
Using insights gleaned from our case studies in the manufacturing industry, the focus of this paper is
to further explicate the costs and benefits of utilizing IC on the inbound product transformation side of
manufacturing, as well as the salient issues both buyers and suppliers should take into account prior to beginning
an IC program. Since we are focusing on the inbound side in this study, henceforth we will use the terms buyers
and manufacturers interchangeably. Within that context, this study will address the misconceptions and confusion
surrounding IC programs by addressing three primary questions:
(1) What are the primary issues that need to be addressed for both buyers/manufacturers and suppliers when
designing and implementing an inventory consignment program?
(2) What process changes are initiated when IC programs are implemented on the inbound side of manufacturing
firms?
(3) What are the potential operational and financial benefits for both buyers and suppliers engaged in an inventory
consignment program?

Using an exploratory case study methodology, we gathered data from three firms in an effort to evaluate
the primary questions motivating this study. Two of the firms (both manufacturers) were seeking to begin
an IC program with one another. The buyer had no previous IC experience, while the supplier had significant
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IC experience with some of its other customers. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the benefits of IC to a buying
firm, we evaluated an additional manufacturer that had experience utilizing IC as a buyer.
In terms of the organization of this paper, we first describe and compare IC to VMI and traditional inventory
practices. We then discuss the differences between an inbound and outbound manufacturing environment as it
pertains to inventory management. The methodology and results associated with our case studies is discussed
next in detail. Based on the insights obtained through these case studies, we isolate how existing firm processes
must change their processes in order to accommodate an IC program. We then provide a detailed discussion
of the overarching issues that the firms face with respect to implementing an IC program, including product,
financial, legal, and technical aspects of implementation. Thereafter, the benefits and potential pitfalls of
IC programs for both buyer/manufacturer and supplier are discussed, and finally propositions that stem from
our findings are presented.

2. Defining IC, VMI and traditional inventory management programs
The main points of confusion when trying to explicate the similarities and differences between IC, VMI and
traditional inventory management programs typically revolves around three main decisions-- inventory ownership,
responsibility for ordering, and the physical location of the inventory. Historically, firms utilized traditional
inventory management programs whereby the buyer would determine the ordering parameters and take physical
and financial (ownership) control of the inventory. This system has been labeled both a “traditional supply
chain” (Holweg et al., 2005) as well as “inventory speculation” (Wallin et al., 2006), and is arguably the most
common inventory management system utilized by firms. Traditional inventory management programs differ
from inventory consignment on one aspect only — ownership. Whereas in traditional inventory management
programs, the ordering, ownership, and physical control of the inventory lies with the buyer, in IC programs
financial ownership of the component lies with the supplier and shifts to the buyer when the component is
actually utilized by the buyer. Finally, VMI programs differ from both traditional inventory management programs
and IC programs in that under VMI systems, the responsibility of ordering as well as the ownership resides
with the supplying firm, while the physical control of the inventory can be either at the buyer’s or supplier’s
facilities. Under JIT delivery arrangement, which is a type of VMI, the supplier holds the bulk of the inventory
at their facilities, but makes frequent deliveries of inventories to the buyers’ location based on pre-planned
schedules. Therefore, it is possible that under a VMI arrangement, the location of the inventory could be at
either the buyer’s or supplier’s location. Generally speaking, traditional inventory management programs and
VMI programs are polar opposites, having little in common, while IC programs are in effect a middle ground
with respect to sharing key aspects of both VMI and traditional management programs. Table 2 illustrates the
differences and similarities of the aforementioned inventory management programs with respect to the three
main decision points highlighted above.
Table 2. Types of inventory programs.
PROGRAMS

INVENTORY
DECISIONS

Traditional Inventory Programs

Inventory Consignment

Vendor Managed Inventory

Ownership

Buyer

Supplier

Supplier or Buyer

Location of Inventory

Buyer

Buyer

Supplier or Buyer

Ordering Responsibility

Buyer

Buyer

Supplier

3. Methodology
The underlying purpose of this research is to aid in the theory development process relating to understanding
IC programs and their outcomes. Yin (1994) suggests that exploratory case studies can be valuable for determining
if further investigation of phenomena is necessary. With this view, three exploratory case studies were conducted
to support our research objective of determining the critical issues associated with implementing an IC program,
as well as any potential risks or benefits resulting from such an implementation for both buyers and suppliers.
Out of the three case study organizations chosen for analysis, two were already in a buyer/supplier relationship,
and were exploring entering into an IC program. In this dyadic relationship, the buyer/manufacturer had no
previous experience with IC, while the supplier had been in IC arrangements with several of its other customers.
However, in order to gain insights as to the post-implementation risks/benefits from a buyer’s perspective, a
third case study firm was analyzed because it had significant experience as a buyer in an IC arrangement.
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The data collection in the field was conducted through the participant observer approach
(Roy et al., 2011; Maestrini et al. 2016) by the authors because of their involvement with the buying
organization (which had no previous IC experience) in evaluating potential inventory management systems.
Schensul et. al. (1999, p. 91) define the participant observation approach as “[...] the process of learning through
exposure to or involvement in the day-to-day or routine activities of participants in the researcher setting.”
As suggested by Spradley (1980), the researchers sought a moderate level of participation so as to strike a
balance between being viewed as insiders versus investigators. This level of balance is important in order to
observe the interactions of the subjects, but not to influence their decision making or hinder their openness.
There are many advantages and disadvantages associated with this data collection method. One of the most
significant advantages of this method is the access to greater amounts of higher quality information (DeWalt &
DeWalt, 2002). Specifically, as the subjects became more familiar with the researchers, they also became more
forthcoming about their views. However, associated with the potential for higher quality data is the potential
limitation of observer and informant induced bias (Johnson & Sackett, 1998).
Data collection at the selected organizations consisted of utilizing a variety of data collection techniques
including obtaining written documentation, utilizing process mapping techniques, and unstructured
interviews. The written documentation consisted of production schedules, inventory levels, vendor records,
and transportation records. Process mapping procedures were used to organize information obtained from
visual observation as well as from written documentation. Furthermore, process mapping helped to facilitate
in-depth analysis. Process activity mapping was formally applied to capture the flows of information and
material within the plant between the functional areas involved with inventory management and between
the focal firm and their suppliers within the supply chain. Utilizing this formal technique, it was possible to
identify all of the functions within the firm and outside the firm (their suppliers) that influence the inventory
management process and may in turn be influenced by the implementation features of an IC program.
The unstructured interviews were conducted both on-site and over the phone with purchasing, operations,
materials handling and accounting managers over a period of approximately 8 months. Consistent with the
method of Butler et al. (2009), we guarded against reliability and validity concerns by interviewing a number
of different managers within firms.

3.1. Single case descriptions
All firms analyzed have requested anonymity and therefore pseudonyms will be used to identify these firms.
In total, data was collected from three firms. Two of these firms were already in a buyer/supplier relationship.
However, the buyer, which has no experience with IC, is considering the implementation of an IC program with
this strategic supplier, which has significant IC experience with several of its other customers. Furthermore, in
order to evaluate the post-implementation risks/benefits to an IC buyer, we have analyzed a third firm with
significant IC buying experience. These case descriptions are detailed below.

3.1.1. Large electronics manufacturer (LEM): no IC experience
Large Electronics Manufacturer (LEM) is a privately held organization with its headquarters in the USA and
employs over 8,000 people worldwide with annual sales of around $2B U.S. dollars. Our case study location
within this firm represents a major U.S. plant located within LEM’s worldwide network of plants. The case study
plant has approximately 750 employees and accounts for approximately $255M in revenue each year. All analysis
is limited to this individual manufacturing operation.
LEM is both a supplier of component electronics used in other finished goods, as well as a manufacturer
of finished consumer goods. However, the plant in this study manufactures solely finished goods intended for
end customer purchase worldwide. Because of the complex nature of the products manufactured at this plant,
LEM utilizes roughly 200 vendors that range in size between a few hundred dollars to $25M in annual spends.
Additionally, there is considerable variation in how much inventory is held on an average for each vendor at
LEM. The inventory value per vendor ranges from a few thousand dollars to around $1.5M. Consequently,
the number of inventory turns associated with vendors also has a large range, between 60 turns and 1 turn
annually. Because of the large number of vendors and the wide variation of associated annual inventory turns,
this LEM site is ideal for evaluating IC as a potential inventory management system for inbound manufacturing.
Currently, LEM utilizes a traditional inventory management system where LEM owns, holds and orders its own
raw material inventories.
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3.1.2. ABC Inc (current supplier to LEM): experienced IC supplier
ABC Inc is currently a key supplier to LEM. ABC is a wholly owned subsidiary of a major publically held U.S.
corporation and employs more than 1,500 employees at locations in North America, Europe and Asia. ABC is
the world’s largest distributor of passive, connector, electromechanical and discrete components with annual
revenues of around $1B dollars. Major product lines include resistors, capacitors, and connectors among others.
ABC has experience in participating in IC programs as a supplier to some of its other customers. ABC supplies
small components which are stored in bulk at the LEM plant. On an average, the supplied components have lead
times typically ranging from 55 to 70 days and safety stock levels ranging between 35,000 units to 400,000 units.

3.1.3. XYZ-experienced IC buyer
XYZ is a fiberglass weaving firm headquartered in the USA and not associated with either LEM or ABC. XYZ
was examined because of their extant success with implementing and utilizing IC. XYZ has been purchasing
goods on consignment for several years from a supplier that considers XYZ to be its largest customer.
XYZ produces fiberglass fabrics which are able to withstand high temperatures, while maintaining high
dielectric strength and dimensional stability. These types of fabrics are predominantly supplied to the printed
circuit industry, and have multiple other applications as well including in the construction industry and in the
aviation industry where it goes into aircraft nose cones. Although XYZ has been in business for nearly 100 years,
it wasn’t until the 1980’s that XYZ began to focus on its glass weaving operations. In conjunction with its other
weaving operations, XYZ serves customers worldwide and produces annual revenues of approximately $200M dollars
with about 900 employees.

4. Case study findings: IC process considerations
The first research question addresses issues that firms should consider prior to entering into an IC agreement.
While it is commonly believed that IC programs only involve moving the point at which ownership of inventory
changes hands, we learned through evaluation of our case study firms that IC programs become effective through
changing existing processes. By analyzing the written and verbal information provided by LEM and ABC, we
have identified four specific processes that would be most significantly influenced in an IC implementation.
The following subsections detail how these processes, which are denoted and shown in Figure 1, are changed
by the implementation of an IC program. Subsequently, in line with the case studies of Oke & Gopalakrishnan
(2009), Tate et al. (2009) and Tzeng et al. (2008), we provide propositions based on our case study findings.

4.1. Production planning and information sharing
Many of the benefits that result from an IC program for a supplier are derived from improved production
planning and information sharing processes. As detailed in Table 3, LEM currently utilizes production planning and
information sharing processes that are commonly used among large electronic manufacturers. LEM electronically
sends ABC their MRP schedule monthly in addition to providing weekly and monthly demand figures. While this
process of coordinating production requirements provides ABC with some insight into LEM’s future demand,
the transmission of information is not frequent enough to provide ABC accurate insights into the real-time
rate of consumption of its supplied components. Under an IC program, the current process can be improved
as the software required to track the change in inventory ownership of the IC components can also facilitate
sharing real-time usage data with ABC via the internet. This process change is relatively minor for the buyer or
the manufacturer, but has the potential to significantly improve the information sharing process between buyer
and supplier as well as the demand visibility for the supplier.

4.2. Materials handling: inventory placement
LEM uses an ERP system to facilitate all inventory related activities. As detailed in Table 3, when LEM receives
a shipment from ABC, it matches the parts against outstanding purchase orders and then the part information is
manually inputted into the ERP system. Under an IC program, this current process is amended such that when
parts are received at LEM, they must first be determined either to be consigned or non-consigned. The ERP system
therefore must be updated to include a new field for this designation. Much of the success of an IC program
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Figure 1. Pre-inventory consignment order processing and product flow diagram.
Table 3. Processes impacted by inventory consignment.
Process

Area of Focus

Coordination of
A. Production Planning
production requirements
and Information Sharing and scheduling between
LEM and ABC

Current Procedure

Potential process changes resulting from IC

ABC receives LEM’s MRP schedule
monthly
LEM emails monthly and weekly demand
schedule to ABC

Make real-time production usage available
online for ABC

Data Entry for Specific
Components

After parts are matched against purchase
order (PO), the part information is
manually entered into the ERP system

When parts are received, they are designated
“CONSIGNMENT” or “NON-CONSIGNMENT”
ERP system must be amended to include
CONSIGNMENT designation for parts

Physical Placement of
Inventory

After parts have been entered into
the ERP system, they are shelved in
designated locations

Consigned inventory is located separately from
non-consigned inventory

C. Production

Backflush Process

After a period of production, the
backflush updates the ERP system to
reflect changes in inventory levels due to
production

Backflush becomes trigger point where
ownership transfers from ABC to LEM
Daily backflush triggers the creation of
a voucher which is used to formalize the
inventory ownership transfer

D. Invoicing and
Accounts Payable

Invoices received by LEM are matched
Matching Vouchers against
against ERP system PO records and then
Purchase Orders (PO)
paid

B. Materials Handling-Inventory Placement
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hinges on the buyer being able to track its consigned parts accurately (Rungtusanatham et al., 2007); otherwise
many of the potential benefits of IC for both buyer and supplier will go unrealized.
Furthermore, under LEM’s current process, after parts are entered into the ERP system, they are shelved in
their designated area. Under an IC program, the consigned inventory must be tracked; LEM prefers to facilitate
easier tracking through physically separating consigned inventory from non-consigned inventory. As the consigned
inventory is utilized in production, LEM, through utilizing their ERP system, is able to provide ABC a periodic
“aging schedule” which details the age of its consigned inventory. This report, in conjunction with the real-time
production visibility can allow ABC to identify how much of its consigned inventory is becoming “slow moving”
or obsolete, as well as also aid LEM in adjusting its ordering quantities from ABC.

4.3. Production
As identified in Table 3, the current production backflush process at LEM is utilized to “remove” inventory
from their ERP system after the inventory has been consumed in production. Under an IC agreement, the
production backflush is commonly the trigger point where ownership of the consigned inventory passes from
the supplier to the buyer, or in this case potentially from ABC to LEM. When the parts are backflushed, the ERP
system will reflect that the consigned part has been used in production and will be included on the next accounts
payable voucher for ABC. The voucher for ABC is the mechanism that notifies LEM’s accounts department the
quantity of ABC’s materials that were utilized in production during the period, and subsequently can be used
to determine how much to pay ABC.

4.4. Invoicing and accounts payable
The invoicing and accounts payable processes are arguably most significantly impacted by an IC program.
Currently, LEM’s suppliers will mail or electronically transmit an invoice to LEM, after which the invoice is
matched against the ERP purchase order information and ultimately paid (See Table 3). Under an IC arrangement,
LEM would not need to pay their suppliers until the supplied parts were used in production. The backflush process
detailed earlier starts the LEM accounts payable process for consigned goods. Once production is backflushed
and the consigned parts have been utilized in production, the ERP system is updated to reflect the quantity of
consigned parts utilized in production during the period. Daily or as often at the IC contract specifies, a voucher
is generated showing the quantity of consigned parts used during the period. These vouchers, which show that
the parts have been used, are then sent to both ABC and LEM’s accounts payable department. LEM will then
pay ABC for the vouchered items based on the terms outlined in their IC contract.
Based upon the above findings we posit the following:
Proposition 1: An inventory consignment program between buyer and supplier impacts (1) production planning
and information sharing process by tapping into common databases or software program features, (2) materials
handling process through an updating of a data field to differentiate consigned parts from non-consigned parts,
(3) production process via integration with the ERP back flush process and (4) invoicing and accounts payable
process by integrating with the ERP back flush process to signal timing of payments to suppliers.

5. Case study findings: overarching ic considerations
In addition to the process considerations outlined above, firms must also consider overarching issues that
don’t necessarily impact just a single process, but can impact the overall effectiveness of an IC program.
These overarching considerations should be addressed when considering entering into an IC program. We detail
product, financial, legal and technical overarching considerations in the following subsections.

5.1. Pre-IC implementation-product considerations
An important decision in implementing an IC program is determining which products to consign. The product
components for a printed circuit board for a PC assembler such as Dell are quite different than the components
for an auto manufacturer such as Toyota. These differences manifest themselves not only in product value, but
also in physical dimensions, quality standards, and number of raw materials needed for the finished product.
Likewise, even within a single firm like LEM, there are a wide range of sourced components with differing
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degrees of compatibility with an IC program. It is important to evaluate the following two criteria in particular
when choosing which components, products, or family of products to consign.

5.1.1. Product value
Product value is commonly calculated by multiplying the product cost with the product throughput (the product’s
volume, typically on a monthly basis). Thus, greater frequency of usage as well as higher actual component cost
equates to higher value. Products that are expensive, and which continually move on-and-off the shelves, are
better candidates for consignment from the buyer’s perspective. XYZ confirms that the frequency/movement of
the product is critical if it is to be consigned. XYZ consigns inventory primarily based on the most recent demand
trends of its key customers. That way the company is able to better manage its own production processes and
delivery schedules to meet the changing demands of its customers, who frown upon stock-outs, particularly for
the fast moving, high demand products (personal communication with managers at XYZ). Additionally, buyers
are able to free-up more capital through consignment with high value products relative to low value products.

5.1.2. Physical size of product (product size)
Product Size is commonly measured as the actual physical space one unit of product occupies. There is
subjectivity with this measurement, since not all components are accurately measured for their volume due
to non-symmetrical packaging or unit features. We have seen measurements ranging from squared to cubic
volume-based metrics. All things equal, the bigger the product is, the less desirable it is for consignment.
Keeping excess supply of bulky, slow moving items in a warehouse can take up needed space for core fast
moving components. Larger items on the other hand are especially good candidates for VMI, where the supplier
holds the inventory at their location until the buyer needs it.

5.2. Pre-IC implementation-financial considerations
The financial linkage between the buyer and supplier is arguably the most important consideration when
determining whether or not to enter into an IC program. Figure 1 illustrates the significant financial process
ties between buying and supplying firms. Central to the inter-firm financial intersections is both the cost of
physically holding inventory and the cost of owning the inventory. Under the proposed IC scenario with ABC and
LEM, ABC would retain ownership of the inventory until it passes through the Trigger Point, which is the point
at which LEM uses the inventory in production and ownership shifts from ABC to LEM. The inventory value on
LEM’s Balance Sheet would reflect only the value of inventory that has been used in production beyond the
Trigger Point. Therefore, the predominant financial implications of an IC program are inventory carrying costs
and the cost of capital. These specific financial considerations are detailed below.

5.2.1. Carrying costs
Under an IC arrangement, it is possible that either the buyer or the supplier could physically hold the consigned
inventory. Therefore, inventory carrying costs consisting of inventory management and material handling expenses
for the holder of the consigned inventory become relevant costs for both IC parties. ABC believes that the party
that holds the consigned inventory, could in fact incur higher inventory carrying costs due to the potential of
increased manual processes related to managing consigned goods, increased cycle counting, higher insurance
costs, increased material handling requirements, tighter controls, and higher security measures. However, under
IC it is possible that the partnering firms may agree to jointly invest in IT systems that automate much of
the tracking and administration of the consigned parts. While initially costly, automation of the IC program
through IT systems could potentially lower inventory carrying costs by eliminating labor intensive steps and the
associated costs, thus justifying return on the initial cost of the IT investment. Typically, inventory carrying costs
for the holder of the consigned inventory in IC environments are equal to or less than those seen in traditional
inventory management environments.
Before entering into an IC arrangement, both parties should have a good idea of the inventory carrying costs
of whichever partner is to hold the consigned inventory within the IC program. Generally, firms that hold the
inventory will try to include some or all of these costs in the IC pricing scheme. Therefore less costly IC programs
often have consigned inventory held by the partner with the lower inventory carrying costs. Overall, inventory
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carrying costs will have an impact on not only which IC partner holds the consigned inventory, but also which
buyers/suppliers are even potential IC partners.

5.2.2. Cost of capital
For the buyer, inventory purchases are no longer paid in advance; rather they are invoiced with the billing
period initiated at the Trigger Point. The Trigger Point and the Billing Terms are nearly always specifically
spelled out and defined in the contractual agreement between the buyer and supplier. Therefore, the timing of
payment is critical and represents an opportunity cost for the supplier and an investment opportunity for the
buyer. The true annual financial benefit to the buyer can be represented by the product of the additional annual
cash flow generated by only owning the consigned inventory after it passes through the Trigger point multiplied
by one plus the weighted average cost of capital (WACC). Because most firms’ capital sources are derived from
either bond or equity markets, the WACC is calculated by determining the weighted cost of borrowed funds
and represents, for most firms, the breakeven rate of return for internal projects. Similarly, if a firm has other
potential investment opportunities, the firm’s minimum acceptable rate of return or “hurdle rate” can be used
to calculate the financial benefit of not owning the inventory that is part of an IC arrangement.
An increase in WACC, or the cost of borrowed funds, represents the potential savings for the buyer by
transferring the cost of inventory from buyer’s balance sheet to supplier’s balance sheet. In-turn these savings
can then be utilized or invested in other opportunities that generate additional revenues. Therefore, the total
financial benefits the company can expect to achieve through IC is not limited to merely savings related to not
owning inventory, but also to the additional returns generated by those savings.
Conversely, since the supplier will own the consigned inventory until it passes through the Trigger point
at which time the buyer will assume ownership, the supplier will generally need to own more inventory than
they otherwise would under a traditional inventory agreement. This additionally owned inventory will tie up
additional capital that could have otherwise been utilized within the supplier firm. Suppliers that have a high
cost of capital may be less inclined to enter into an IC agreement because of the extra capital costs involved.
Likewise, buyers with low capital costs and low opportunity costs may also be inclined to avoid an IC agreement.
However, the opposite is also true, when capital costs of the supplier are low and the capital costs of the buyer
are high; both are incentivized to enter into an IC relationship.
Both the buyers and suppliers cost of capital should simultaneously be taken into account before firms enter
into an IC relationship. Without sufficient understanding of these implications, firms may not see the intended
benefits of an IC program and even see reduced financial performance. Furthermore, in many cases, both buyer
and supplier can benefit from cost reductions associated with increased supply and demand visibility. However,
unlike cost of capital and inventory holding costs, the implications of improved supply and demand visibility
are largely unknown prior to an IC implementation.

5.2.3. Government regulation
IC programs in the U.S. are subject to increased scrutiny since the passing of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)
of 2002. In complying with section 401 of SOX, all “off-balance sheet” transactions are required to be reported.
All supplier-owned inventory programs are considered “off balance sheet” arrangements. As such there could be
considerable cost in reporting such transactions (Craig, 2006). Furthermore, supplier owned inventories could
fall under the “outsourcing” clause found in section 404. If this is the case, then the supplier would have to
demonstrate and document sufficient internal controls and safeguards (Craig, 2006). The regulatory pressure,
coupled with the fuzziness of SOX guidelines, have made many firms leery of entering into new programs or
staying with existing inventory management programs such as IC (Ashenbaum, 2006).

5.3. Pre-IC implementation technical considerations
The technical implications associated with an IC implementation are primarily driven by the size and scope
of the IC program. IC programs require specific tracking of inventory, primarily for accounting purposes.
Both buyers and suppliers desire accurate records of which inventory has indeed passed through the Trigger
point where ownership shifts from the supplier to the buyer. In the case between ABC and LEM the size and
scope of the potential IC program being considered is relatively small. So any technical/IT considerations are
manageable in scope. However, if LEM were to enter into an IC relationship with all of its largest suppliers, then
the technical considerations would become a significant issue. For example, Chrysler’s Mopar parts group utilizes
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IC with 3,000 suppliers and 280,000 parts located globally (Douglas, 2008). The magnitude of this IC program
could not be successfully accommodated with a manual process. Instead Mopar utilizes specialized web-based
software that allows all parties real-time access and visibility to their consigned inventory. Additionally, the
system that Mopar utilizes requires supplier participation, whereby on a weekly basis Mopar and their suppliers
compare inventory counts and any discrepancies are corrected expediently. Although the cost of such systems
decline over time, smaller suppliers may find the initial capital costs of developing an IT infrastructure formidable.
IC programs that do not need or match Mopar’s robustness may be more inclined to utilize a manual
IC process. However, many of the visibility benefits (discussed in detail in later sections) for the supplier become
more difficult to obtain with manual processes because of the time lag involved in reporting inventory levels.
Additionally, overall costs may rise because of the potential inaccuracy of inventory records. Generally, under
these conditions, the supplier would be more damaged than the buyer, because the payment for inventory used
may take place well after the item has already passed through the Trigger point. Overall, both buyer and supplier
should examine and understand the technical requirements involved with an IC program prior to making an
agreement.
Because of the monetary and information related investments associated with many IC technical requirements
(such as that with Mopar’s IC system), both buyers and suppliers are subject to increasing asset specificity
which can lead to a “lock-in” situation, whereby both parties must continue the relationship or forfeit the asset
specific investments (Waller et al., 1999). Furthermore, depending on the degree of mutual dependence within
the relationship, the level of asset specificity involved with meeting the technical requirements may lead to
opportunism in the relationship. Therefore, prior to entering into an IC relationship, both parties should fully
understand the required technical investments and evaluate these investments against the potential benefits
of an IC partnership.

5.4. Pre-IC implementation-legal considerations
Because an IC program involves both a buyer and seller and is inherently contractual in nature, there are
important legal implications for both parties. The importance of crafting a winning scenario for both parties
cannot be overemphasized. The number one priority is to put a structure in place which enables each partner to
generate their desired beneficial outcomes. The major legal considerations predominantly center on the degree
of flexibility and negotiability of the contract. Each of the following legal aspects requires consideration prior
to entering into an IC agreement.

5.4.1. Flexibility
One particular area of flexibility is the length of the IC contract. LEM in general expects its suppliers to
reduce product cost by 5% to 10% year-over-year. Thus, if committing to an IC program, the company would
like to ensure that such a cost advantage is not lost over the long-term. For low margin, cost reducing product
segments, the buyer’s desirability to consign is less; unless there is a stipulated clause for re-negotiation of prices
on a continual basis. Therefore, both buyer and supplier should select the proper timeframe of an IC agreement
such that both parties are satisfied with the re-negotiation period. The extent of initial investment also plays
a role in selecting an appropriate timeframe. Large initial investments will require longer contracts in order to
recoup the initial capital outlays. Likewise, the clockspeed of the industry will also play a role in determining
a proper IC contract timeframe. Industries with faster clock speeds should generally have shorter IC contracts
than those in slow clockspeed industries.

5.4.2. Negotiability
With regards to negotiability, bullying a supplier will not create long-term benefits for a buyer/manufacturer.
Nor will it increase system-wide service levels or reduce system-wide costs. A supplier needs continuous motivation
to increase inventory efficiency and find ways to lower costs. All relevant details must be covered. For instance
during negotiations, it is important to determine which party will monitor inventory turnover and how slow
moving or obsolete goods will be handled; whether these items will be returned to the supplier or sold off by
the buyer at discounted values. Traditionally, the onus has been on the buyer, but can shift to the supplier in
many cases. The buyer also seeks motivation for continuous improvements. Negotiating to find this balance is
essential; performing to meet mutual expectations is vital. Thus, establishing a sound IC contract begins the
foundation on the basis of which this goal can be accomplished.
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5.4.3. The contract
Based on our case study findings and discussions with managers in other firms, we isolated several salient
contractual issues that must be explicitly considered before entering into an inventory consignment decision.
These issues are described in Table 4, where it is also noted whose interest is best served by that contractual
issue. Some issues impact only the buyer or the seller, while others reach across both parties. Depending upon
the nature of relationship between the buyer and the seller, it may be valuable for both parties to enter into
legally binding contracts covering the issues detailed in Table 4 before commencing an IC program.
Table 4. Key contractual issues to be considered before a consignment decision is made.
Buyer Interest

Supplier Interest

When does transfer of ownership occur (setting the Trigger Point)?

Issue

X

X

Establishing length of contract

X

X

Setting a cut-off point when buyer is obligated for goods (regardless of sale)

X
X

Determining date of obsolescence for consigned product

X

Setting Accounts Payable period
Setting Bill Invoicing dates (i.e. check runs, EDI transfers)

X

Establishing control and security for product (who assumes responsibility?)

X

Defining tasks for each party (i.e. cycle counts, material and storage, etc.)

X

X
X

Insuring the consigned products

X

Determining set levels of product volumes/sales (if applicable)

X

Based upon the above findings we posit the following:
Proposition 2: Successful inventory consignment programs between buyer and supplier are more likely to
occur when (1) product issues like physical size, (2) financial issues like cost of capital for supplier and buying
firms, (3) technical issues such as tracking capabilities through electronic means and (4) legal issues such as
length of contract, negotiating styles and details of the contract; have been considered prior to inventory
consignment implementation.

6. Case study findings-IC benefits
In order to understand the potential benefits of IC for buyers and suppliers, we have analyzed ABC, a firm
that has significant experience with IC from a supplier’s perspective, XYZ a firm with significant experience
utilizing IC as a buyer, and LEM, which has no experience with IC, but is examining implementing it with its
supplier ABC. The potential implementation benefits are detailed subsequently for both buyers and suppliers
in an IC arrangement.

6.1. Buyer financial benefits of IC
The most direct financial benefit of IC for the buyer is the savings associated with supplier retaining
ownership of the inventory until the buyer utilizes it in their production. For example, over a span of two years,
XYZ, the case study firm that has extensive IC experience as a buyer, reduced the amount of inventory carried
on its Balance Sheet from $1.6 million to $400,000 (Personal communication with manager at XYZ). Likewise,
it is projected that LEM at the single manufacturing facility evaluated in this study could free $1.7M in capital
by simply implementing an IC program with its top 4 semiconductor suppliers. An expanded IC program with
LEM’s 20 largest suppliers could free up $10M in capital. Furthermore, depending on the various rates of return
possible, LEM could invest this freed-up capital into research and development and other higher yielding activities.

6.2. Buyer manufacturing benefits of IC
There are several common manufacturing benefits that IC programs elicit. IC achieves fewer stock-outs and
raw material shortages while preserving the freshness of inventory through reducing the amount of inventory
in the system. The 75% reduction in XYZ’s inventory levels due to their IC program has allowed the company to
better mesh its eight-week production lead-time with a less than one-day delivery lead-time to its downstream
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customers in the printed circuit board industry. Although under the IC program only the ownership of the
inventory shifted between XYZ and their supplier, the IC mechanisms put in place to monitor the transfer of
inventory ownership resulted in XYZ monitoring their inventory much more closely and in-turn improved their
inventory and manufacturing performance. Furthermore, ABC also saw its customer’s inventory turns commonly
increase from 12 to 20 times per year through the implementation of an IC program. These improvements in
inventory performance are generally a result of improved inventory tracking, control, handling and security.

6.3. Supplier benefits of IC
A common misnomer relating to IC programs is that suppliers receive no increased demand visibility.
Holweg et al. (2005) state that inventory consignment “is not simply another term for vendor managed inventory
as many managers wanted to make us believe.” Furthermore, Holweg et al. (2005) posit that IC cannot produce
the same dynamic results as VMI because “the change in the ownership of the inventory does not change how
the replenishment orders are generated: the same decisions are being made, based on the same information as
in a traditional supply chain, and thus no dynamic benefit is derived.” However, this view does not take into
account modern information technology systems that are required for sophisticated IC programs. First generation
IC programs provided little insight to the suppliers with respect to the buyers’ demand patterns. However, because
of the scope and complexity of most modern IC systems, IT systems are required to keep track of the ownership
of the inventory. Managers at ABC, which has customers that use both traditional inventory and IC programs,
suggest that their demand visibility is much better with their IC customers than with their traditional inventory
customers. Because of the size and complexity of most IC programs, accounting departments demand sophisticated
software to keep track of “trigger points” where ownership passes from supplier to buyer. These systems in effect
act as a collaboration mechanism between firms. Supplying firms are able to monitor in real-time the pace of
inventory transfer, which is in effect the rate of actual demand usage. This real-time information therefore can
provide many of the same visibility benefits to suppliers as those found with VMI programs.
Based upon the above findings we posit the following:
Proposition 3: Inventory consignment programs when implemented successfully, can improve performance
for both the buyer (through reduction in inventory and other related working capital needs) and the supplier
(through an increase in value added services for a variety of customers, primarily through better demand visibility
and planning capabilities).

7. Case study findings-post-IC implementation problems
Inventory Consignment programs have risks and can create problems for partner firms. A common potential
problem with ongoing IC programs is the risk of increasing asset specificity by the supplier to a few or single
customers. Asset specificity might take a form of capital investments such as dedicated processes or technology
for customized IT systems invested by the seller to synchronize with the buyer’s IT systems (Waller et al., 1999).
Suppliers become “locked into” a relationship which may be hard to get out of because of the potential to
increase their share of their customer’s business. Buyers may increase their suppliers business incrementally as
to gradually lock in IC suppliers. As suppliers get “locked-in” via increased asset specificity, buyers may become
increasingly opportunistic throughout the IC relationship. However, the supplier/vendor might simply decide
that the cost of serving the buyer through the IC arrangement exceeds the revenue generated from a risky single
(or dominant) customer business. The supplier must be careful that the buyer has a long-term vision in place.
Thus, the supplier often has an important decision to make – either decline the requests related to “lock-in”
situations and risk the possibility of losing key business, or make the concessions and soak up incremental costs
in hopes of greater sales orders. According to the managers at ABC Inc, one of the firms we studied, the only
defensive measure a supplier can take is to increase the service cost of the program. This can cover the opportunity
cost of the program from the supplier’s side, but may also deter the buyer from requesting future business.
Based upon the above findings we posit the following:
Proposition 4: As asset specificity increases within an inventory consignment agreement, the benefits of
the inventory consignment program may be reduced for either the buyer (as the supplier is able to deflect this
dependence by pursuing other customers or the supplier (by the buyer preserving the lock-in situation and its
ensuing threat of limited assured business to the locked in suppliers).
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8. Conclusions
We have illustrated how and why inventory consignment programs can be effective supply chain initiatives.
Depending on the impetus of the parties involved, the result of a successfully implemented program is a ‘win win’
for both buyers and suppliers. System-wide savings and information transparency can be achieved. Furthermore,
we demonstrated that if software is used to track the IC program, IC programs can provide the same dynamic
inventory visibility benefits as evidenced in VMI programs. However, there are also significant problems for
both buyers and suppliers that can arise from entering into an IC arrangement with an inappropriate partner.
For instance, both buyers and suppliers may make significant investments in specific assets, such as IT systems
or employee training, that are not easily applied to other sourcing contexts. This increased asset specificity in a
sense “locks in” the agreement and results in higher switching costs for both buyer and supplier. The associated
benefits and problems for both buyers and suppliers are summarized in Table 5.

Table 5. Potential benefits and problems for suppliers and buyers participating in IC programs.

POTENTIAL
BENEFITS

Inventory
Related

SUPPLIER

BUYER/MANUFACTURER

Reduced warehousing costs if inventory is held at the
buyer’s location

Reduced inventory costs (cost of capital)

Increased demand visibility

Greater visibility of inventory

Increased business and revenues

Increased production velocity

Increased inventory turns
Other

Closer proximity to customer

Reduced stock outs
Strengthened supplier relationships
Mismatched goals
Misaligned objectives

General

Non system wide thinking
IT system that tracks when inventory changes ownership

POTENTIAL
PROBLEMS

Increased capital tied up in inventory
Specific

Increased asset specificity i.e. forced consignment

Increased accounting costs i.e. Sarbanes-Oxley
reporting
Increased switching costs
Increased cycle-counting and security required by
Supplier

Inventory Consignment programs hold their own with other forms of inventory management programs if the
business case is truly well defined and the resulting ‘outcomes’ -- both in dollars and efficiencies -- are shared
among both parties involved. It can be a source of competitive advantage under the right set of conditions and
circumstances as outlined in this paper, and a stepping stone to enhanced logistics and supply chain performance.
While the primary purpose of this research was to address a gap in extant literature related to inbound
manufacturing inventory management programs, the recommendations presented here through multiple case
studies also benefits practitioners grappling with these issues. The insights and frameworks contained in this
research thus contribute both to practice as well as the theoretical development of the inventory management
literature in the field.

8.1. Directions for future research
Due to the qualitative nature of this research study, a number of avenues for further research are identified.
First, our insights are based upon our experience with the involved firms, however, we encourage further research
into the generalizability of both the potential benefits and potential problems of IC programs. Aspects of
generalizability could include country effects (e.g. Brazil, China, India etc.), firm size (buyer, supplier), product
type (consumer vs industrial) and industry (manufacturing vs retail). Additionally, future research could provide
more specific estimates as to the magnitude of any benefits and/or problems. Are there potential benefits
and/or problems that have a dominating effect and should be examined further? Additionally, what are the
characteristics of firms that predominantly benefit vs those that typically have IC related problems? In summary,
we see ample opportunities for future research related to IC programs and encourage continued development
into this important research area.
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